Manual bandsaw or with gravity lowering suitable for the maintenance and for small productions of section bars, tubes, and solids up to 60° left.

Steel sawframe with tubular steel section. Easy stops at 0°, 45°, 60° and graduated plate to identify different angles.

(01.) Blade guides with hard metal pads. Safe push-button start on the handle, warning light for the correct functioning. Low voltage coil. Floor stand with opening in the back containing removable coolant-tank and electro-pump.

Cast iron sawframe inclined to 42°, in order not to strain excessively the blade. High tension blade 1500 kg/cm², which allows a greater cutting accuracy and a bigger execution speed.

**AUTOCUT GH** Version with “3 Ways” Selector:
- A Manual Cut
- B Rapid approaching to material.
- C Automatic cut with autonomous lowering and stopping microswitch at the end of the cut.